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•  SCS installation 
•  SAMOS 

contributions 
•  EM302 Gridding 

issues resolved 
(HD) 

• WAMOS installation 
•  59 Day GEOTRACES 
•  Increased data 

demands 









Atlantis 2013 

ATLANTIS & ALVIN 













•  March 2011:  Spooled 10km reel of new, factory lubricated 
Rochester .322 onto primary CTD winch 

•  March 2012:  Wire was lubricated per manufacturer 
instructions with Grignard Stran-Core 

•  March 2012 to August 2013:  Wire becomes extremely 
rusty in a very short period of time 

•  Multiple cutbacks of several hundred meters to remove 
sections of deep rust and scale 

•  Endeavor stops using primary CTD winch due to 
condition of the wire 

•  October 2013:  Wire miserably fails e-kink test performed 
by Endeavor technicians during  re-termination 

•  Sample sent to WHOI for break testing 

•  Sample breaks at ~2900 lbs! 













Major Challenges in 2013: 
Keeping Operational With 

Few Cruises 

     R/V Robert 
        Gordon Sproul 

-Shared crew with other vessels 

-Tested permanently installed equipment on a regular basis 

-Had scientists use a vessel they don't normally use for their cruises 

-Stayed prepared for last minute scheduling additions and changes 



    R/V New Horizon Major Challenges in 2013: 
Scientist's Equipment Stuck 
in US Customs Threatens to 
Cancel International Cruise  

-Shipping agents unable to free    
shipment in a timely manner due 
to improper paperwork being 
filed. 

-We reached out to the local 
scientific community who helped 
save the cruise by donating 
supplies and equipment. 



: 

          R/V Melville Major Challenges in 2013: 
CLIVAR CTD Data Quality Issues 

-Standard troubleshooting diagnostics did not clear 
modulo errors during casts.  

-CTD, .322, Seabird software tested and functioned as         
expected. 
-Poor grounding of the CTD winch (DESH 6) was found 
to be the culprit. 

          R/V Melville 

Built-up paint and corrosion on the winch pedestal 
were to blame for the inadequate ground. 

Grounding straps were welded from motor casing 
to pedestal and from pedestal to deck. This 
eliminated the electrical noise.  



Major Challenges In 2013:    R/V Roger Revelle 

-EM-122 Rx Array Failure and Repair 

-Installation and Operation of 
CAST 6 CTD Handling System 
(photo on the right) 

-MET System Crippled  
by Lightning Strike 
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Wire Logging on USAP Research 
Vessels 

All data is written to the network 

Copied to portable hard drive that travels with the wire for annual testing 

Custom process logs cycles and tensions experienced 

‘Map’ of the wire on the drum provides ready review of wire state 



Logging Wire cycles - report 







NBP Winch Log Analysis:  BALTICtension   OTH-045 
Today's date: Tue Nov 12 08:12:33 GMT 2013 
Data start date January 1, 2013 

Maximum wire pull information: 

This set of numbers documents the Maximum Wire Out for a tension in the yellow 
or red zone.  

 Maximum Wire Out in the Yellow Zone:  4624.20 (m) 
 Tension at Maximum Wire Out in the Yellow Zone:  4104.00 lbs 
 Time:  13+084:01:54:45.041  

This set of numbers documents the Maximum Tension for a wire out in the yellow 
or red zone.  

 Maximum Tension in yellow zone: 4867.00 lbs 
 Wire Out:  -8.00 (m) 
 Time:  13+018:06:49:21.719  

Tue Nov 12 08:12:33 GMT 2013 BWNC Yellow Zone Maximum Wire Out: 4624.20  
Tension: 4104.00  Date: 13+084:01:54:45.041 














